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The present invention relates to a burner for use in submerged combustion melters, and to submerged combustion melters, notably for melting vitreous or vitrifiable material.

Vitreous materials are generally manufactured from a mixture of raw materials, for example silicates, basalt, limestone, soda ash and other minor constituents which are introduced into a melter and melted into a viscous liquid state at temperatures in the order of 1250 to 1500 °C; the melt is then supplied to a forming process. Depending on the intended use of the melt, for example for manufacture of flat glass, hollow glass, continuous fibers for reinforcement purposes or fibers for insulation purposes, an appropriate further melt refining step may be required upstream of the forming process. The chemical composition of the melt and its physical properties are selected as a function of the intended use and the forming process.

Conventional glass melters comprise an energy supply from above a glass melt surface, for instance from burners generating a flame in a space between the glass melt surface and a crown of the melter, whereby heat is transferred to the glass melt by the flame itself and by radiation from the crown material. Raw batch material to be melted is loaded at the top of the glass melt in the melter and heat is transferred from the melt to the batch material which is incorporated into the melt.

In some glass melters, energy is supplied by electrically heated electrodes arranged below the surface of the melt; such electrodes may provide the only heat source or be used in combination with burners.

Glass melters used to manufacture stone wool insulation have traditionally been cupola furnaces.

In submerged combustion melting raw materials are generally melted by introducing fuel gas and oxygen containing gas through the mass of molten material, causing said fuel gas and oxygen to mix and burn within said mass, melting additional raw material by the heat generated by the burning gas mixture. In an alternative, fuel gas and air and/or oxygen are burned outside the said mass and the hot combustion gases are blown into the glass melt.

Conventional burners used for submerged combustion generally produce a flame that shows a tendency to become unstable, particularly under extreme conditions of agitation in a glass melt. Conventional burners either burn the fuel gas and the oxidant in a combustion chamber and blow the combustion gases into the glass melt, or blow the fuel gas and the oxidant through concentric tubes into the glass melt for combustion therein.

Conventional burners for submerged combustion melting of vitrifiable material generally comprise concentric pipe burners, also called tube-in-tube burners. The inner tube generally is designed for blowing the fuel gas and the outer tube is designed for blowing the oxidant.

WO2014/201106 discloses submerged combustion burners comprising concentric fuel and oxygen feeding tubes, capped by a burner head comprising separate inclined nozzles for oxygen outlet and fuel outlet.

Known submerged combustion burners generate high agitation and elevated material velocities in the melt bath of the submerged combustion melter.

The present invention seeks to provide an improved submerged combustion burner capable of generating burner flames that show improved flame stability and/or reduced agitation in a melt bath. The invention further seeks to provide an improved submerged combustion melter that shows reduced agitation of the melt bath.

The submerged combustion burner of the invention comprises at least one oxidant feeding tube, at least one fuel feeding tube, the feeding tubes being concentric, a burner head having a peripheral envelope, the fuel and oxidant feeding tubes abutting against the burner head, at least two, preferably at least three, peripheral outward directed nozzles, each of the nozzles having a nozzle outlet, the nozzle outlets being arranged on a peripheral line on the peripheral envelope of the burner head, the nozzle outlet axis being inclined by an angle of 5 to 30° to the horizontal, and the nozzles practiced in the burner head being connected to the oxidant feeding tube and to the fuel feeding tube, part at least of the burner length being enveloped by a cooling jacket and the cooling jacket extends over part of the length of the feeding tubes up to the burner head, the cooling jacket having a first connecting tube, the burner head comprising a burner cap defining a burner head space between burner cap and burner head, the burner head further comprising through holes connecting the jacket with the burner head space, and a cooling fluid feeding tube extending essentially concentrically in the internal gas feeding tube and connecting the burner head space with a second connecting tube.

The submerged combustion melter of the invention comprises at least one submerged combustion burner as per the invention. Preferably, at least two or more preferably at least three of such submerged burners are provided in the melter, preferably at the bottom of the submerged combustion melter.


It has been found that the invention burner design allows for a reduced gas speed at which the combustion gases escape out of the burner head, with concomitant reduction of material velocities in the melt bath and hence reduced agitation in the melt bath. Furthermore, the arrangement of the burner nozzles laterally, on a peripheral envelope of the burner head reduces the risk of the burner being plugged with hardening or hardened melt in exceptional or extreme or transitional situations.
The burners advantageously comprise a circular burner head. In one embodiment, the burner comprises two concentric feeding tubes. In another embodiment, three concentric feeding tubes are provided. In a preferred such burner design, the internal feeding tube is an oxidant feeding tube, the middle feeding tube is a fuel feeding tube and the external tube is an oxidant feeding tube.

The burner and/or the melter may be adapted and/or configured to sinter and/or melt raw materials. It may be a "glass melter", that is to say a melter adapted and configured to melt glass-like materials including materials selected from glass, vitreous materials, stone and rock. A glass melter may be used to manufacture flat glass, hollow glass, glass fibers, continuous fibers for reinforcement purposes, mineral fibers for insulation purposes, mineral wool, stone wool or glass wool. The melter may be used to transform raw materials to manufacture frits, cement clinker, notably alumina cement clinker, or abrasives, notably abrasives produced by melting. The melter may be used to transform raw materials, notably by vitrification, for example: vitrification of medical wastes; vitrification of ash, notably from incinerators; vitrification of powders, for example dusts from cast iron or other metal foundries; vitrification of galvanic sludge, tannery sludge or mining industry waste; disposal of waste, notably by vitrification, for example, of polluted soil, soil polluted by heavy metals or tar, clay filters, sludge, activated carbon, radioactive waste, slags containing lead or zinc, refractories, notably refractories containing chromium. Particularly in the case of a glass melter, the raw materials may comprise: silicates, basalt, limestone, soda ash, zeolite catalyst, spent catalyst, spent pot liner, refractory materials, aluminum dross, aluminum melting scum, sand based fire extinguisher waste, sludge, galvanic sludge, cinder, waste materials, ash and combinations thereof.

The melt within the melter during operation may reach a temperature, notably a temperature at which it is removed from the melter, which is at least 1100°C, at least 1200°C or at least 1250°C and which may be no more than 1650°C, no more than 1600°C, no more than 1550°C or no more than 1450°C.

The fuel gas may comprise natural gas; it may comprise propane and/or butane.

The burner may further comprise a connection to an inert gas source, notably a nitrogen source. If burning is interrupted, it may be desired to blow high pressure nitrogen through the burner assembly instead of oxidant and/or fuel gas in order to prevent material, for example melt, notably liquid glass from entering the burner and solidifying within it.

Preferably, the burner head comprises at least two, preferably at least three nozzle bores extending essentially radially through the burner head starting from the nozzle outlet; each nozzle bore being connected by feeding bores to the relevant feeding tubes extending up to and abutting against the burner head.

There is thus also provided a method of introducing a flame and/or combustion products from a submerged combustion burner into a melt through a multitude of nozzles essentially radially arranged in a burner head, the nozzle outlets of said nozzles being inclined by 5 to 30° to the horizontal and the burner head being cooled by passing cooling fluid over and axially through the burner head. Such burners are particularly suitable for use in submerged combustion melters, for example for the manufacture of glass fibers, mineral wool fibers, glass wool fibers and stone wool fibers. Particularly in such cases, said burners are generally arranged through the bottom of submerged combustion melters and may slightly extend within the liquid glass bath. Suitable cooling of the end extending through the furnace bottom thus protects the burner from excessive wear.

The operating pressure of such a submerged combustion burner, that is the pressure of the gasses generated inside the burner needs to be sufficient for the gasses to overcome the liquid pressure in the melt and thus bubble up through the melt and generate an agitated melt. Advantageously, the pressures are controlled in such a way that melt particles reach a speed of up to 2 m/s. The melt and/or the raw materials within the melter may reach a speed which is ≥0.1 m/s, ≥0.2 m/s, ≥0.3 m/s or ≥0.5 m/s and/or which is ≤2 m/s, ≤1.8 m/s or ≤1.5 m/s.

The speed of the combustion and/or combustible gases, notably at the exit from the burner nozzle(s), may be ≥60 m/s, or ≥100 m/s and/or ≤300 or ≤200 m/s. Preferably the speed of the combustion gases is in the range of about 60 to 200 m/s, preferably 110 to 150 m/s.

The oxygen containing gas may be air but is preferably oxygen, technical grade oxygen for example gas having an oxygen content of at least 95% by weight or oxygen enriched air. According to a preferred embodiment the oxygen containing gas injected in the internal tube is either air or oxygen enriched air or oxygen, while the oxygen containing gas injected into the outer tube preferably is oxygen.

Preferably, the injected gas keeps the molten mass in a state of agitation, that is a bubbly mass. The heat transmission is thus significant and the stirring of the bath is favorable to the homogeneity of the finished product. The fumes escaping from the bath may be kept under high pressure and may travel through fresh raw material in order to promote heat exchange and preheat said raw material.

The height of a melt pool within the melter, especially when the melting chamber is substantially cylindrical, preferably with an internal diameter of the melting chamber of 1.5m to 3m, more preferably 1.75 to 2.5m, may be:

≥ 0.75m, ≥ 0.8m, ≥ 0.85m or ≥ 0.9m; and/or
≤ 2.2m, ≤ 2m, ≤ 1.8m, or ≤ 1.6m.
The submerged combustion melter may have a number of such submerged combustion burners which is \( \geq 2 \), \( \geq 3 \), \( \geq 4 \) or \( \geq 5 \) and/or \( \leq 30 \), \( \leq 25 \), \( \leq 20 \), \( \leq 18 \), \( \leq 15 \), \( \leq 12 \) or \( \leq 10 \).

The composition of the melt produced by the submerged combustion in the case of a glass melter may comprise one or more of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible melt composition (% weight)</th>
<th>Preferred melt composition (% weight)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂</td>
<td>35-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al₂O₃</td>
<td>5-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO</td>
<td>5-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MgO</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O</td>
<td>0-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂O</td>
<td>0-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃ (total iron)</td>
<td>0-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₂O₃</td>
<td>0-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂</td>
<td>0-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P₂O₅</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MnO</td>
<td>0-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na₂O+K₂O (alkali metal oxide)</td>
<td>5-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaO+MgO (alkaline earth metal oxide)</td>
<td>5-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂+Al₂O₃</td>
<td>50-85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present invention will be described in more details with reference to the attached drawings of which:

- Fig. 1: is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of a burner of the invention;
- Fig. 2: is a longitudinal cross section through a submerged combustion burner of the invention;
- Fig. 3: is a partial longitudinal section according to a different plane from the one used in Fig. 2;
- Fig. 4: is an enlarged cross-section through the burner head; and
- Fig. 5 is a schematic representation of a submerged combustion melter.

The illustrated submerged combustion burner 1 comprises an internal oxidant feeding tube 5, a middle concentric fuel feeding tube 7, an external concentric oxidant feeding tube 9, and a burner head 11 having a peripheral envelope 13. The fuel and oxidant feeding tubes 5, 7, 9 abut against the burner head 11. The burner head 11 is advantageously circular and equipped with a multitude of peripheral outward directed nozzles 21, each of the nozzles 21 having a nozzle outlet 23 arranged on a peripheral line 25 on the peripheral envelope 13 of the burner head 11. The nozzle outlet axis 22 is inclined by an angle of 5 to 30° to the horizontal. Each nozzle 21 practiced in the burner head 11 is connected to the oxidant feeding tubes 5 and 9 and to the fuel feeding tube 7 by respective feeding bores 27, 28 and 29. Oxidant feeding tube 5 shows a connecting pipe 6 for connection to an oxidant gas source, such as a source of technical oxygen or oxygen enriched air or air. Fuel feeding tube 7 shows a connection pipe 8 for connection to a fuel source, such as a source of natural gas, propane or butane gas. Similarly, oxidant feeding tube 9 comprises a connection pipe 10 for connection to an oxidant gas source which may be the same or different from the oxidant gas source connected to feeding tube 5. Part or all of the feeding tubes may intermittently be connected to an inert gas source, notably a nitrogen source, such as to allow blowing of high pressure nitrogen through the burner and particularly through the nozzles to prevent liquid vitrifiable material to enter into the nozzles, solidify in, and hence plug, the burner. According to the exemplified embodiment, part of the burner length is enveloped by a cooling jacket 31, closed at both ends and comprising an inlet 32 connected to a source of cooling fluid, preferably water. The cooling jacket 31 extends over part of the length of the feeding tubes up to the burner head 11. The burner head 11 comprises a burner cap 33 defining a burner head space 35 between burner cap 33 and burner head 11. The burner head 11 further comprises through holes 37 connecting the jacket 31 with the burner head space 35. A cooling fluid feeding tube 39 extending essentially concentrically in the internal gas feeding tube 5 across the burner head 11 connects the burner head space 35 with a cooling fluid outlet.
connection 41. This arrangement allows for cooling of the gas feeding tubes as well as of the burner head by passing cooling fluid around and through the feeding tubes, and over, and axially through the burner head.

A submerged combustion burner as described here above is particularly suitable for a submerged combustion melter. A submerged combustion melter may comprise at least one submerged combustion burner as described. Preferably, at least two or more preferably at least three, at least four or at least five and/or less than 30, less than 25, less than 20, less than 18, less than 16, less than 14, less than 12 or less than 10 of such submerged burners are provided in the submerged combustion melter, depending on its dimensions, preferably at the bottom of the submerged combustion melter. It has been found that the burners allow for a reduced gas speed at which the combustion gases escape out of the burner head, with concomitant reduction of material velocities in the melt bath and hence reduced agitation in the melt bath. Furthermore, the arrangement of the burner nozzles laterally, on a peripheral envelope of the burner head reduces the risk of the burner being plugged with hardening or hardened melt in exceptional or extreme or transitional situations.

The burners may be arranged through a wall or preferably a bottom of a submerged combustion melter and fastened thereto by a mounting flange 45 adapted for securing it into a furnace bottom, for instance by means of screws or other fasteners guided through an appropriate number of flange fastening holes 47 in order to tightly fasten the burner 1 at a furnace bottom. The distance between the mounting flange 45 and the top of the burner cap is sufficient for the burner to traverse the melter wall or bottom and to protrude into the melter. This arrangement allows to maintain the burner flames at a desired distance from the relevant wall or bottom. Suitable cooling of the burner as described above thus protects the burner from excessive wear.

A submerged combustion melter of the invention comprises a furnace 100 comprising a melting chamber 103 equipped with at least one burner as described, which contains a melt and communicates with an upper chamber 105 and a chimney for evacuation of fumes. The upper chamber 105 is equipped with baffles 107 that block upwards projection of any melt thrown from a surface of the melt by the agitation caused by the burner flames and/or gasses. These hot gases may be used to preheat the raw material and/or the fuel gas and/or oxidant used in the burners. The fumes escaping from the bath may be kept under high pressure and may travel through fresh raw material in order to promote heat exchange and preheat said raw material. The fumes generally are filtered prior to release to the environment, optionally following dilution with fresh air to reduce their temperature. The injected gas keeps the molten mass in a state of agitation, that is a bubbly mass. The heat transmission is thus significant and the stirring of the melt is favorable to the homogeneity of the finished product.

The melt may be withdrawn from the furnace chamber through a controllable outlet opening (not shown) located in the furnace chamber side wall, close to the furnace bottom essentially opposite a raw material feeder device 110.

The melt bath advantageously comprises a double steel wall cooled by a cooling fluid, preferably water. Cooling water connections are provided at the external furnace wall. The flow of cooling liquid is preferably sufficient to withdraw energy from the inside wall such that melt can solidify on the internal wall and the cooling liquid, here water, does not boil.

If so desired, the furnace may be mounted on dampers which are designed to absorb vibrational movements.

The melter is particularly advantageous for manufacture of glass fibers, mineral wool, glass wool or stone wool. Its energy efficiency reduces energy consumption and its flexibility allows for easy change of raw material composition. Its ease of maintenance and low capital cost are also advantageous.

Claims

1. Submerged combustion burner (1) comprising at least one oxidant feeding tube (5, 9), at least one fuel feeding tube (7), the feeding tubes (5, 7, 9) being concentric, a burner head (11) having a peripheral envelope (13), the fuel and oxidant feeding tubes (5, 7, 9) abutting against the burner head (11), at least two, preferably at least three, peripheral outward directed nozzles (21), each of the nozzles having a nozzle outlet (23), the nozzle outlets (23) being arranged on a peripheral line (25) on the peripheral envelope (13) of the burner head (11), the nozzle outlet axis (22) being inclined by an angle of 5 to 30° to the horizontal, and the nozzles (21) practiced in the burner head (11) being connected to the oxidant feeding tube (5, 9) and to the fuel feeding tube (7), part at least of the burner length being enveloped by a cooling jacket (31) and the cooling jacket (31) extending over part of the length of the feeding tubes (5, 7, 9) up to the burner head (11), the cooling jacket (31) having a first connecting tube (32), the burner head (11) comprising a burner cap (33) defining a burner head space (35) between burner cap (33) and burner head (11), the burner head (11) further comprising through holes (27, 28, 29) connecting the jacket (31) with the burner head space (35), and a cooling fluid feeding tube (39) extending essentially concentrically in the internal gas feeding tube (5) and connecting the burner head space (35) with a second connecting tube (41).

2. Burner according to claim 1 characterized in that it comprises a circular burner head (11).
3. Burner according to any of claims 1 to 2 characterized in that it comprises two feeding tubes.

4. Burner according to any of claims 1 to 3 characterized in that it comprises three concentric feeding tubes (5,7,9), wherein the internal feeding tube (5) is an oxidant feeding tube, the middle feeding tube (7) is a fuel feeding tube and the external feeding tube (9) is an oxidant feeding tube.

5. Burner according to any preceding claim characterized in that the burner head comprises at least two, preferably at least three nozzle bores (22) extending essentially radially through the burner head (11) starting from the nozzle outlet (23); each nozzle bore (22) being connected by feeding bores (27,28,29) to the relevant feeding tubes (5,7,9) extending up to and abutting against the burner head (11).

6. A submerged combustion melter comprising a melting chamber (103) equipped with at least one submerged combustion burner according to any of claims 1 to 5, which is designed to contain a melt.

7. Submerged combustion melter according to claim 6 comprising at least two, more preferably at least three, at least four or at least five and/or less than 30, less than 25, less than 20, less than 18, less than 16, less than 14, less than 12 or less than 10 of such submerged burners (1).

8. Submerged combustion melter according to any of claims 6 or 7 characterized in that the burner(s) (1) are arranged at the bottom of the melter.

9. Submerged combustion melter according to any of claims 6 or 7 wherein the melter is a glass melter for the manufacture of glass fibers, mineral wool fibers, glass wool and stone wool fibers.

10. Submerged combustion melter according to any of claims 6 to 9 characterized in that the melting chamber is substantially cylindrical, preferably with an internal diameter of the melting chamber of 1.5m to-3m, more preferably 1.75 to 2.5m, and the melt height is ≥ 0.75m, ≥ 0.8m, ≥ 0.85m or ≥ 0.9m; and/or ≤ 2.2m, ≤ 2m, ≤ 1.8m, or ≤ 1.6m.

11. A method of introducing a flame and/or combustion products from a submerged combustion burner into a melt through a multitude of nozzles essentially radially arranged in a burner head, the nozzle outlets of said nozzles being inclined by 5 to 30° to the horizontal and the burner head being cooled by passing cooling fluid over and axially through the burner head.

12. Method according to claim 11 wherein the melt is a glass melt which is formed in to mineral fibers selected from glass fibers, continuous glass fibers, glass wool fibers and stone wool fibers.

Patentansprüche

1. Tauchbrenner (1) umfassend wenigstens ein Oxidans-Zuführrohr (5,9), wenigstens ein Brennstoff-Zuführrohr (7), wobei die Zuführrohre konzentrisch sind, einen Brennerkopf (11) mit einer peripheren Ummantelung (13), wobei die Brennstoff- und Oxidans-Zuführrohre (5,7,9) gegen den Brennerkopf (11) anstossen, wenigstens zwei, vorzugsweise wenigstens drei, periphere nach aussen gerichtete Düsen (21), wobei jede Düse einen Düsenauslass (23) aufweist und wobei die Düsenauslässe (23) auf einer peripheren Linie (25) auf der peripheren Ummantelung (13) des Brennerkopfes (11) angeordnet sind, wobei die Düsenauslassaxe (22) um einen Winkel von 5 bis 30° zur Horizontalen geneigt ist, und die im Brennerkopf (11) angebrachten Düsen (21) mit dem Oxidans-Zuführrohr (5,9) und mit dem Brennstoff-Zuführrohr (7) verbunden sind, wobei die Brennerlänge wenigstens teilweise von einem Kühlmantel (31) umgeben ist, und der Kühlmantel (31) sich wenigstens über einen Teil der Länge der Zuführrohre (5,7,9) bis hin zum Brennerkopf (11) erstreckt, wobei der Kühlmantel (31) ein erstes Verbindungsrohr (32) aufweist, wobei der Brennerkopf (11) einen Brennerdeckel (33) aufweist welcher einen Brennerkopfraum (35) zwischen Brennerdeckel (33) und Brennerkopf (11) begrenzt, wobei der Brennerkopf (11) weiter Durchgangsstöcher (27,28,29) aufweist, die den Kühlmantel (31) mit dem Brennerkopfraum (35) verbinden, und wobei ein Kühlmittelzuführrohr (39) sich im Wesentlichen konzentrisch in das innere Gas-Zuführrohr (5) erstreckt und den Brennerkopfraum (35) mit einem zweiten Verbindungsrohr (41) verbindet.

2. Tauchbrenner nach Anspruch 1 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er einen runden Brennerkopf (11) aufweist.

3. Tauchbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 2 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er zwei Zuführrohre aufweist.
4. Tauchbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er drei konzentrische Zuführrohre (5,7,9) aufweist, wobei das innere Zuführrohr (5) ein Oxidans-Zuführrohr ist, das mittlere Zuführrohr (7) ein Brennstoff-Zuführrohr ist, und das äussere Zuführrohr (9) ein Oxidans-Zuführrohr ist.

5. Tauchbrenner nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Brennerkopf wenigstens zwei, vorzugsweise wenigstens drei, Düsenbohrungen (22) aufweist, die sich im Wesentlichen radial durch den Brennerkopf (11) erstrecken, ausgehend vom Düsenaustritt (23); wobei jede Düsenbohrung (22) durch Zuführbohrungen (27,28,29) mit den jeweiligen Zuführrohren 5,7,9 verbunden ist, die sich bis zum Brennerkopf hin erstrecken und am Brennerkopf (11) anstossen.

6. Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel aufweisend einen Schmelzraum (103) mit wenigstens einem Tauchbrenner nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei der Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel dazu bestimmt ist, Schmelze zu enthalten.

7. Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel nach Anspruch 6 mit wenigstens zwei, vorzugsweise wenigstens drei, wenigstens vier oder wenigstens fünf und/oder weniger als 30, weniger als 25, weniger als 20, weniger als 18, weniger als 16, weniger als 14, weniger als 12 oder weniger als 10 solcher Tauchbrenner (1).

8. Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel nach einem der Ansprüche 6 oder 7 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er ein Glas-Schmelzkessel ist, dessen Tauchbrenner (1) am Boden des Schmelzkessels angebracht ist/sind.

9. Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel nach einem der Ansprüche 6 oder 7 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass er ein Glas-Schmelzkessel ist für die Herstellung von Glasfasern, Mineralwollefasern, Glas- und Steinwollefasern.

10. Tauchbrennerschmelzkessel nach einem der Ansprüche 6 bis 9 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Schmelzraum im Wesentlichen zylindrisch ist, vorzugsweise mit einem Innendurchmesser des Schmelzraumes von 1,5 m bis 3 m, vorzugsweise von 1,75 bis 2,5 m, und die Höhe der Schmelze \( \geq 0,75 \) m, \( \geq 0,8 \) m, \( \geq 0,85 \) oder \( \geq 0,9 \) m; und \( \leq 2,2 \) m, \( \leq 2 \) m, \( \leq 1,8 \) m oder \( \leq 1,6 \) m ist.

11. Verfahren zum Einführen einer Flamme und/oder von Verbrennungsprodukten von einem Tauchbrenner in eine Schmelze durch eine Vielzahl von Düsen, die im Wesentlichen radial in einen Brennerkopf angeordnet sind, wobei die Düsenaustritte der genannten Düsen um einen Winkel von 5 bis 30° zur Horizontalen geneigt sind, und der Brennerkopf durch Kühlflüssigkeit gekühlt ist, die über und axial durch den Brennerkopf geführt wird.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11 dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Schmelze eine Glasschmelze ist, die weiter in Mineralfasern geformt wird, ausgesucht aus Glasfasern, kontinuierlichen Glasfasern, Glas- und Steinwollefasern.

Revendications

1. Brûleur à combustion immergée (1) comprenant au moins un tube d’alimentation en oxydant (5,9), au moins un tube d’alimentation en combustible (7), les tubes d’alimentation (5,7,9) étant concentriques, une tête de brûleur (11) comportant une enveloppe périphérique (13), les tubes d’alimentation d’oxydant et de combustible (5,7,9) butant contre la tête de brûleur (11), au moins deux, de préférence au moins trois buses (21) périphériques orientées vers l’extérieur, chaque buse ayant une sortie de buse (23), les sorties de buse (23) étant arrangées sur une ligne périphérique (25) sur l’enveloppe périphérique (13) de la tête de brûleur (11), l’axe (22) de sortie de buse étant incliné d’un angle de 5 à 30° par rapport à l’horizontal, et les buses (21) pratiquées dans la tête de brûleur (11) étant connectées au tube d’alimentation en oxydant (5,9) et au tube d’alimentation en combustible (7), une partie au moins de la longueur du brûleur étant enveloppée d’une jaquette de refroidissement (31) et ladite jaquette de refroidissement (31) s’étendant sur une partie de la longueur des tubes d’alimentation (5,7,9) jusqu’à la tête de brûleur (11), la jaquette de refroidissement (31) comportant une première tubulure de connexion (32), la tête de brûleur (11) comprenant un couvercle de brûleur (33) qui délimite un espace de tête (35) entre le couvercle de brûleur (33) et la tête de brûleur (11), ladite tête de brûleur (11) comportant encore des perçages (27,28,29) reliant la jaquette (31) avec l’espace de tête du brûleur (35), et un tube d’alimentation de liquide réfrigérant (39) s’étendant essentiellement concentriquement dans le tube central d’alimentation en gaz (5) et reliant l’espace de tête du brûleur (35) avec une seconde tubulure de connexion (41).

2. Brûleur selon la revendication 1 caractérisé en ce qu’il comporte une tête de brûleur circulaire (11).
3. Brûleur selon l'une des revendications 1 à 2 **caractérisé en ce qu'il comporte deux tubes d'alimentation**.

4. Brûleur selon l'une des revendications 1 à 3 **caractérisé en ce qu'il comporte trois tubes d'alimentation concentriques** (5,7,9), le tube d'alimentation interne (5) étant un tube d'alimentation en oxydant, le tube d'alimentation moyen (7) étant un tube d'alimentation en combustible et le tube d'alimentation externe (9) étant un tube d'alimentation en oxydant.

5. Brûleur selon l'une des revendications précédentes **caractérisé en ce que la tête de brûleur comporte au moins deux, de préférence au moins trois, perforations de buse (22) qui s'étendent essentiellement radialement au travers de la tête de brûleur (11) en partant de la sortie de buse (23) ; chaque perforation de buse (22) étant connecté par des perforations d'alimentation (27,28,29) aux tubes d'alimentation respectifs (5,7,9) qui s'étendent jusqu'à la tête de brûleur (11) et viennent buter contre celle-ci.

6. Four de fusion à combustion immergée comportant une chambre de fusion (103) équipée d'au moins un brûleur à combustion immergée selon l'une des revendications 1 à 5, qui est destiné à contenir un bain fondu.

7. Four de fusion à combustion immergée selon la revendication 6 comprenant au moins deux, de préférence au moins trois, au moins quatre ou au moins cinq et/ou moins de 30, moins de 25, moins de 20, moins de 18, moins de 16, moins de 14, moins de 12 ou moins de 10 desdits brûleurs à combustion immergée (1).

8. Four de fusion à combustion immergée selon l'une des revendications 6 ou 7 **caractérisé en ce qu'il consiste en un four de fusion de verre dans lequel les brûleurs (1) sont agencés au fond du four de fusion**.

9. Four de fusion à combustion immergée selon l'une des revendications 6 ou 7 **caractérisé en ce qu'il consiste en un four de fusion de verre pour la fabrication de fibres de verre, de fibres de laine minérale, de fibres de laine de verre et de roche**.

10. Four de fusion à combustion immergée selon l'une des revendications 6 à 9 **caractérisé en ce que la chambre de fusion est essentiellement cylindrique, ayant de préférence un diamètre interieur de chambre de fusion de 1,5 m à 3 m, plus particulièrement de 1,75 à 2,5 m, et la hauteur du bain fondu est ≥ 0,75 m, ≥ 0,8 m, ≥ 0,85 m ou ≥ 0,9 m ; et/ou ≤ 2,2 m, ≤ 2 m, ≤ 1,8 m, ou ≤ 1,6 m**.

11. Procédé pour l'introduction d'une flamme et/ou des produits de combustion d'un brûleur à combustion immergée dans un bain fondu au travers d'une multitude de buses agencées essentiellement radialement dans une tête de brûleur, les sorties desdites buses étant inclinées de 5° à 30° par rapport à l'horizontale et la tête de brûleur étant refroidie en faisant passer du fluide réfrigérant sur la tête de brûleur et axialement au travers de la tête de brûleur.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11 dans lequel le bain fondu consiste en du verre fondu qui est formé en fibres minérales choisies parmi les fibres de verre, les fibres de verre continues, les fibres de laine de verre et les fibres de laine de roche.
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